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Eastside Community Plan Event Summary
Event Details
On Sunday September 18, 2016, from 11 AM to 3 PM, the City of West Hollywood hosted the Engage-A-Lot event at
the City parking lot on the corner of Spaulding Ave and Santa Monica Blvd. The purpose of the event was two-fold:
(1) to collect community input on the future of the Eastside and ideas or priorities for improving the Eastside; and
(2) to celebrate the unique culture and identity of the Eastside community. Overall, the event was a success and
more than 200 people attended.
The following activities were held during the event to collect input from the community:
•
•
•
•
•

Eastside Interactive Collage Activity
“What’s your Vision for the Eastside?” Activity
Eastside Outcomes Feedback and Priorities Activity
“This Would Be a Great Place For” Mapping Activity
City Initiatives Table

The following entertainment and cultural activities were provided during the event:
•

•

Breadbaking – Tasting and Discussions
o Jewish Rye by Friends and Family Bakery
o Pita by Shefa Melrose Restaurant
o Russian Celebration Bread by Stolichnaya Bakery
Musical Entertainment
o Dublab
o Vladimir Malchik

Participants were given an “activity passport” and were encouraged to stop at each activity station. Participants who
completed the activities at all stations, could redeem their completed activity passport at the Longshot Coffee Cart
for a drink and a cookie.
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Detailed Activity Results
Collage Activity
Today: What Does the Eastside Mean to You?
As part of the West Hollywood Eastside “Engage-A-Lot” event, the team hosted a large format collage activity, which
asked community members what they liked most about the Eastside and what themes resonated with them about
the neighborhood. Participants chose up to three elements that they thought best represented the Eastside and
pasted them on a board. There were approximately 35 different images representing a wide range of activities and
places.
Trees and shade received the largest number of selections (16), while drinks/bars, basketball, chess, and public art
received zero selections. People tended to choose elements that were related to a local residential neighborhood
character. Elements related to the Eastern European, Russian, LGBTQ, and youth populations were also well
represented, along with historic architecture and transit. Below are the results the elements chosen, in order of
frequency chosen.
Trees, shade tree – 16 images

Outdoor Dining – 4 images

Storefront – 12 images

Craftsman Architecture / Door– 4 images

Eastern European Food – 11 images

Mixed-Use Development – 4 images

Kids Play/Swing/Child in Park/Scooter – 11 images

Dog and Person Walking – 3 images

Spanish Colonial – 11 images

Picket Fence / Home -3 images

Transit / bus – 9 images

Festival / Street Fair / Food Truck– 4 images

Dingbat Architecture – 8 images

Coffee – 2 images

Old Men on Bench – 8 images

Fresh Fruit – 2 images

Community Garden, Veggies – 8 images

Russian Language – 2 images

Bicyclist, Bike Share – 7 images

Russian Instrument – 1 image

Musical Notes – 7 images

Slow Sign – 1 image

Plate of Yummy Food / Burger – 6 images

Playground - 1 image

Office / Computer – 6 images

Dancing – 1 image

Walking / Running – 5 images

Drink, Martini – 0 images

Rainbow / Pride – 5 images

Basketball – 0 images

Plants / Landscaping – 5 images

Chess Players – 0 images

Car – 4 images

Public Art – 0 images

Movie Studio / Clapper Board – 4 images

Words Written: History, Historic, Home, Kids, Dancing

Love / Hand-in-Hand – 4 images

Tomorrow: What’s Your Vision for the Eastside?
The second part of the activity asked participants to share a vision for the future of the Eastside, what changes they
wanted to see, or what they wanted to preserve. The following lists the community feedback received relating to
the future of the Eastside. People wrote what they’d like to see preserved, enhanced, or added, and how they
picture the Eastside looking in the future. Responses have been categorized for ease of analysis.

New Businesses / Uses
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

More shops and restaurants – walkable (+2 agree)
Add more food options (+1 agree)
More bodegas
Outdoor food areas
Night markets
More soccer leagues with artificial turf
More restaurants and markets
More nightlife
Tall buildings being made to put lots of parking for shoppers
Have a mix of old and new buildings

Greenery
•
•
•
•
•
•

Save Plummer Park (+4 agree)
Add green areas (+3 agree)
Save the trees and/or plant new ones (+2 agree)
Parks with sitting area for professionals
Turf and pet friendly
Landscaping on La Brea

Small Town Feel
•
•
•
•
•
•

Less high-rise construction overall; limit new construction; we are losing views (+1 agree)
Keep a small town atmosphere
Update while preserving the charm
No more condos
Keep quiet
Keep Santa Monica Boulevard low rise

Vibe and Feeling
•
•
•
•
•

Keep clean (+1 agree)
Update while preserving the charm
Picture the Chelsea District in New York
Food, fun, and freaky
More neighborhood pride: clean up after your pets, sweep your leaves, doggie bags and trash cans, fines
for people who do not pick up after their pets

Culture / Arts
•
•
•
•

Profusion of arts and culture!
LGBT friendly
Diversity
Preserve the unique mixture of Russian and LGBT cultures

Getting Around
•
•
•

Bicycle and pedestrian-friendly
Great public transportation
Slower, safer, shadier, Fountain Avenue

Historic Qualities
•
•

Preservation. Save our homes!
Leave historic architecture

Affordability
•
•

Keep rent control
Affordable housing
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Eastside Outcomes Feedback and Priorities
For this activity there were six posters that presented a variety of different outcomes that could be achieved on the
Eastside. The outcomes were based on ideas and suggestions provided by the Eastside Working Group at the
monthly meetings that began in February of 2016. The outcomes were grouped into the following categories:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Urban Design + Character – Residential Areas
Urban Design + Character – Commercial Areas
Mobility
Events + Public Art
Housing
Economic Development

Participants were asked to provide feedback by writing specific comments, ideas and suggestions next to the
outcome. A blank flip chart was available to allow participants to provide additional ideas or thoughts. Then,
participants were then given 5 poker chips and asked to vote on the most important outcomes.
The detailed results of this activity are provided in the following tables with the number of votes in the right hand
column. The outcomes with the highest number of votes were:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Housing Variety (58)
Historic District (24)
Transit Services and Incentives (22)
Events and Festivals (22)
Neighborhood Retail (21)
Green Streets (20)
Ped and Bike Improvements (20)

All other topics received fewer than 20 votes.
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Urban Design + Character – Residential Areas
Notes

Outcome
Multi-family
Improvements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes! Celebrate our eclectic architecture.
Improve all parkways + landscaping
More housing veteran building to purchased. Approved for Cal-Vet loans
What about rent control? Some of us like it and need it!
Why would you like that? It’s ugly
Yes!
Give grants to owners of rent stabilized buildings to renovate in return for 55y
use restrictions keeping them affordable!
Earthquake retrofits
Rent control!
This is the downside to rent control no incentive to fix anything – market rent
are much better – everything gets fixed/upgraded all the time.
Landlords do need to upgrade units! Even with rent control!
Working affordable housing?!?
Love the Dingbats but updated for safety
According to 1997 City Report for Eastside 500 – rent stabilized units to be
rehab/renovated by 2027. What is status
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•
•
•

Yes! (2 total yes)
Encourage low-height buildings
Smaller buildings
ADA Compliance in buildings
Enforce complement neighborhoods, Historic
Character + charm are the key words
No more Dylans or Huxleys!!
Height is fine when the architecture is carefully done. High-quality materials
considerate massing
3-story limit
More rental opportunities more density to lower cost.
Quality not wretched crap

•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes! (12 total yes)
Love historic charm of buildings
Put some signs on historic district
Yes- make it a ‘District’ we can see
Great idea!
Preserve, please!

24

•
•
•
•

14

•

Yes (6 total yes)
For all + have darn requirements + correct info available in printable form
Carson Ave needs it S. of Santa Monica
City should provide support and incentives to residents and businesses to
landscape their parkways, and recognition for those who do an outstanding
job!
WeHo/LA is getting hotter; more shade will be badly needed

•
•
•
•

Yes (7 total yes)
Retain existing trees
Good idea but this parking is crucial on St. sweeping days, don’t lose it!
Bury the power lines

20

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Housing
Design

Historic
District

Parkway
Landscaping

Green Streets

Votes

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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Pocket Parks +
Community
Gardens

•
•
•
•
•

Road diets & more ped. space anywhere possible. Fountain too!
Safety, less noise, more ped. space & shade
But, without losing parking
Looks cool
Interesting bike lane on vista. I live on vista like the wide street thought don’t
lose the parking.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes (14 total yes)
Could parks have more grass
Awesome
Yes, but not painted concrete + metal chairs
More of these
Neat!
Community gardens please!!!
This photo is rare instance where there seemingly is not one transient
occupying park – actual nearby residents do not feel safe at Formosa park
deeming it a failure.
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Urban Design + Character – Commercial Areas
Notes

Outcome
Facades

Signage

Parklets +
Outdoor
Seating

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

I like the old facades
Yes, make it look like gardens of AIA’
To clean and change the window in a stores and shops
Leave well enough alone!
Keep small town appeal please!
Crease a liaison who helps enhance existing facades
Improve the broken & clean them up, they’re very dirty (looks terrible!)
Yes, look at what other cities have done along La Brea
Yes! Renovate
Restore existing old facades remove/replace new mixed use frontages
I wish that existing/old signage is left alone – it is nice
Keep as much as possible
Facades need update! They are same for 20 years
Updating is good but don’t lose the unique charm + culture of the Eastside

•
•
•
•
•
•

Leave well enough alone!
Yes! Quality is very important!
Must be elegant or imaginative, not just loud signage
Agreed-and not everything needs to be hip & trendy
Update it looks like the 80’s
More important: is the ability of low-income residents to have
stores/restaurants that address their socio-economic status

•
•
•

Yes (9 total yes)
Sounds good
Sitting/dining along Santa Monica Blvd w/ 60,000 cars going by is NOT
enjoyable
More eastside places for eating
Eating in traffic is not a park
Make cool/beautiful micro-spaces
Do not destroy plummer park!

•
•
•
•
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Votes

11

6
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Mixed Use

Alleys

•
•
•
•
•
•

Keep real parks!
Yes- more trees!!! (2 total yes)
Yes- More trees more green
Make very European!
Mini-parks/more green space is badly needed
Yes! Love this

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
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•
•
•

Yes, but to keep incorporate existing buildings such as mission style building
Be concerned with traffic too not just parking
Limit size – keep parking requirements
Stop. Too many already. Parking!!!
Do not require buildings to do mixed use – too much empty retail now
More apartments with more affordable mix
Too much congestion traffic-wise
Speeding bicycles on sidewalks, surprised no one’s been killed or injured yet.
Lower building heights! *(4 yes’s to this)
Yes-Architecture sucks
Penalties for leaving commercial space vacant for more than 6 months.
Mixed-Use has brought same result: out of scale/out of character
Weakening rent control with more post 1978 buildings & their tenants.
Ugly fortress architecture
Mixed-use is hard to do well…encourage retail space (ground floor) that
business can adapt and make unique. 6-7 stories is fine on big commercial
corridors!
Slow down!
Affordable housing is huge concern
Not too large

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes (6 total yes)
More public gardens – for people to grow food!
Sounds like higher rents to me!
Great idea: yes!
Beauty is inspiring!
Beautify alleys – yes!
Unrealized opportunity!
Make pedestrian friendly
Yes, cool
Love it!
Love this!
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Mobility
Notes

Outcome
Traffic Calming

•

•
•
•
•
•

Try putting traffic cops at some of these (Lexington + Detroit & Lexington
Formosa) to ticket the many people who don’t stop at stop signs – you’ll
make a lot of money
No…better enforcement
Please remove the signs in the middle of the road on SMB
Yes (3 total yes)
Yes, Fountain is dangerous!
Turn restriction signs: Sill Blvd, no turns between 4-7pm, 7-9am. Preventing
cut-through traffic in/out neighborhoods, Vista, Greenacre, Poinsettia, Fuller.

8

Votes
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•
•

•

Bike + Ped
Improvements

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
Transit
Services +
Incentives

Electric
Vehicles

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Add stop-sign cameras!!!
Traffic calming is a failure!!! Everyday I watch people ignore stop signs at this
very intersection (and others) jumping curbs and bottoming-out on triangular
raised medians.
Yes, any design changes + enforcement for safer, slower, quieter streets.
Fountain included!
Yes, but do not cut off through routes in the process
Never liked roundabouts/hard to drive
Stop sign at Vista + Romaine, please
Signal @ Greenacre & SM Blvd
Yes
More guided crosswalks on streets like Fountain Ave
Teach pedestrians + bike riders the rules of the road
• Yes, I’ve actually had a bicyclist shove me out of the way literally beneath
a “bike yield to ped” sign
Yes Yes Yes. I prioritize these things over parking (gasp!)
Continue Santa Monica bike path past La Cienega Blvd
Separate bike/car path. Make it safer.
Yes. High quality protected bike lanes to encourage use of bike share,
enhanced safety
Vista St. Bike lanes (see green streets)
No bikes on sidewalks
Brilliant – better use of space…can we get rid of roads altogether?
Yes, bike path
More of the new rental bikes
City of West Hollywood has introduced 150 bikes to eastside sidewalks that
are not even adequately wide enough for pedestrians.
Put indented stops at new big projects
Yes, Crenshaw line – metro!
Yes to connections to transit
Cityline is a waste of money
Dash circular route
Yes- but the busses need to be electric/non-polluting
Yes! (Total 5 yes)
Free fare for public transportation for seniors!
Co-locate metro & Cityline stops transit stop La Brea & Santa Monica #404 &
4
Show schedules at fountain/La Brea stops
SB at Fairfax/SM co-locate 218/4/704/217/280 Far-side (South)
Yes (2 total yes)
Not enough parking
Free parking
These need to be everywhere- don’t just increase the #. Proliferate
Not enough free/residential parking
More stations for parking/charging!
E.V. spaces are good- but they do not always need to be the closest to
building entry’s.
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20

22
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Events + Public Art
Notes

Outcome
Unique
Identity

Marketing +
Branding

Public Art

Events +
Festivals

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Cultural
Attractions

•
•
•
•
•

Who needs this? We do fine as it is. Leave well enough alone!
Not necessary
No thanks
No
No
Eastside Already has a unique identity
Identify WeHo identity- not necessarily Eastside-specific (its such a small area)
East + West
No-already too much of a division between west + eastsides of WeHo
Maybe time to update blue ped lighting Pretty 1985.
Eastside has an identity? News to me.
No necessary
No
Not necessary
Yes
Not necessary, low priority
Low priority
Yes
I like this idea better than gateway sign
Yes (16 total yes)
Art doesn’t distract from the ugly new fortresses
Please more art!
No: you took 2,000 sq ft away from the public’s use at Plummer Park for elite
artists
Public art installations have rarely represented vernacular of Eastside
Yes (7 total)
Yes- farmer’s market- yes
Any potential for the Farmers Market to have a weekend day? Or after work
evening?
Bring gay events east
Arts festival or walks
Ethnic
Can we have an Eastside history museum or heritage commitment to not
losing the heritage
Yes (3 total)
Yes! Include natural features like heritage trees
Yes, walking tours (or app for walking tour)
Yes, make it easier for tourists
Yes- this is what I was thinking of

Votes

4

1
11

22
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Housing
Notes

Outcome
Adaptive ReUse

•
•
•

Yes (total 4)
Yes, more affordable housing
Yes, waive parking requirements
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Votes
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•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Aging in Place

Housing
Variety

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes, if affordable with highest priority for residents that have or are being
“ellised” (evicted)
Yes, yes, yes!!!
More housing supply please!
More housing – all kinds!
More housing!
Yes, the right thing to do environmentally
Like mix of older architecture w/ new uses! Makes for a richer & varied
streetscapes
Incorporate creative/cultural space that is affordable for artists & non-profits
Yes! (5 total)
Yes! More housing of seniors
Definitely!
Yes- we lose our history if we lose our seniors
Yes, or course, a good thing
th
st
This is a minimum 20 century ideal – step it up in thinking and deliver 21
century conveniences
Yes (8 total)
More apartments for low-income people!!!
Subsidized housing for low-income and seniors!!!
Yes, 100%
Affordable renting would be great!
No more 4-floor building!
No more condos- make new density all apartments – we are eliminating
rental opportunities
Agreed, condos not good here
No more…keep old WeHo
Housing diversity – and diversity of occupants – should be key considerations
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Economic Development
Notes

Outcome
Boutique
Shopping

Neighborhood
Retail

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Sure!
Yes, there’s nothing for young people
Agreed
Yes. But we the community have to patronize
Our demographics our changing – need businesses to keep pace
Yes, keeping mom + pop feel
st
1 Eastside need to intensify its ability to cater to Eastside residents
Yes, please
More small businesses will require affordable rent. More artist outlets…may
need free rent
Yes (13 total yes)
Yes, and affordable
There is neighborhood retail, its just not trendy
Walking = better health
Trader Joes back
This was promised as an outcome of mixed use development –Failure!
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Votes

9
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Creative Office
Space

Parking
Standards

Pop-Up Shops

Merchants’
Association

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Yes
No! This will decrease pedestrian activity and neighborhood feel
• Yeah, more people walking to work means less pedestrians!
Yes – we can’t depend only on coffee shops for our creative workspace
Yes, more jobs
No
Wonderful idea, supports creativity in the creative city.
Good (3 total good)
Reduce parking requirements
Ok if City creates more parking
Support small businesses, stop shutting them down!
Create parking space # requirement(s)
No, good as is now. Don’t change
I’m ok with parking requirements
Yes (9 total yes)
More spontaneity
Pop-up art galleries
Like!
Good
Yes!
Yes – who knows the community better?
Why is not one single eastside business taking part in today’s celebration?
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Other Ideas + Comments
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Trash cans + clean up efforts
More permit parking (Curson)
Uber/Lyft pick up and drop off spots
Lighting at bus stops
Holloway & palm crosswalk lighting (W.S.)
Dog Park? There’s a huge poo problem on residential streets
Dogs bags
Protect Plummer Park
Ensure wheeled access at all corners (ADA etc.)
More evening lights on Martel-Fountain (too dark for driving at night)
Gym in Plummer Park (free on Air)
More active recreation space – eg. soccer fields
All bus stops/shelters and nearby sidewalks should be powered cleaned twice monthly
The main priority (money allocation) should be given to the affordable housing for young families.
Security address existing crime issues related to and documented by kids from LAGLC Youth Center &
Homeless areas Romaine & Orange
Guess the dog park for Eastside is entirely dead after initial approval by Council Oct 2010. 6 yrs ago leasing
the one and only off leash areas that is non-ADA accessible that much more inaccessible
For the next event have more food vendors
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Mapping Exercise
Participants were asked to place stickers on a map representing locations for potential physical improvements.
The stickers represented topics such as parklets, façade improvements, new crosswalk, public art, street trees and
other topics. An image of the map with stickers is below. There were several trends and consistent responses
related to the mapping activity from event participants. Some key feedback includes:
•
•
•
•
•

Majority of stickers were placed along Santa Monica Blvd calling for markets and restaurants, façade
improvements, more trees, and parklets or seating.
There were several “add crosswalk” stickers along Fountain Ave between Poinsettia Place and Detroit St.
Lighting enhancements were noted on Lexington Ave. between N Formosa Ave. and N. Detroit St.
Gateway signs and public art were noted at the intersections of La Brea and Fairfax along Santa Monica
Permit parking was noted along Curson Ave between N Sierra Bonita Ave and N Stanley Ave.
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